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FREDERICK WILLIAM DAME 

 

DO NOT CALL BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA A LIAR 
 

 

Speech is the mirror of the soul; as a man speaks, so he is. 

Publilius Syrus (1st Century BC) 
Roman writer and poet.  

 

 

What?  That's what it says!  You are reading the title correctly!  It comes from Yours 

Truthfully!  It is official and has been official for almost four years.  Proof of this situation 

is as follows: 

There is a rule of conduct for Congress Representatives that says they cannot 

call the President of the United States of America a liar.  Representative Joe Wilson (R-

SC) said, "You lie." when Barack Hussein Obama delivered the Health Care Speech on 

September 9, 2009.  Although Representative Wilson did not use the word liar, the 

message was that a lie comes from a liar. 

 

According to Section 370 of the House Rules and Manual a Representative can: 

• refer to the government as “something hated, something oppressive.” 

• refer to the President as “using legislative or judicial pork.” 

• refer to a Presidential message as a “disgrace to the country.” 

• refer to unnamed officials as “our half-baked nitwits handling foreign 

affairs.” 

 

At the same time, Section 370 of the House Rules and Manual says that a member of 

Congress cannot: 
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• call the president a “liar.”  (Even if the president is one!) 

• call the president a “hypocrite.”  (Even if the president is one!) 

• describe the president’s veto of a bill as “cowardly.”  (Even if the president is 

a coward!) 

• charge that the president has been “intellectually dishonest.”  (Even if 

the president is intellectually dishonest!) 

• refer to the president as “giving aid and comfort to the enemy.”  (Even if the 

president's policies do give the enemy aid and comfort!) 

• refer to alleged “sexual misconduct on the president’s part.”  (Even if such 

conduct has occurred by the president!)1 

 

The highlighted provisions above are as germane to this essay as is the following image.  

Presently, we can take a look at what is behind Barack Hussein Obama's truth when he 

speaks.  We find this: 

 

Source:  http://www.thesourcefoundation.com.au/truth-and-lies/  

The implication of the image is Barack Hussein Obama's twofold-use: 

1. Lies are the truth. 

2. The truth is magnified lies. 

                                                           
1
  http://www.politico.com/blogs/glennthrush/0909/House_guidelines_for_Presidential_putdowns.html)  

The United States Senate rules on decorum and debate have no prohibition of personal, descriptive 
references to the President.  Evidently the Democrats in Congress (House of Representatives) were well 
aware of Barack Hussein Obama's continuous penchant for lying, otherwise they would not have passed 
this rule.  Only Barack Hussein Obama and his thugs call persons liars who are not liars! 
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With Barack Hussein Obama both aspects are valid.  Lies make up the truth and will 

become the truth if the lies are repeated often enough; and in his demented world of 

reality the truth is nothing more than magnified lies.  The real truth becomes nothing and 

lies become everything.  This being the case, it behooves us to investigate what a liar is. 

 

Etymology 

A liar is a person who tells a lie.  As a noun a lie is a falsehood, or "a false 

statement or piece of information deliberately presented as being true; or "anything 

meant to deceive or give a wrong impression."  As a verb to lie means "to give false 

information with the intent of deceiving; to convey a false image or impression; to put in 

a specific condition through deceit."2  The Indo-European word root of lie is leugh-, 

meaning to tell a lie.  In Germanic and in Gothic it is *liugan and in Old English it is 

lēgan, lēogan, and līgan, which can be traced back to the Vespan Psalter sometime in 

the second or third quarter of the 8th century.  In Old Icelandic there is lyūga, in Old High 

German lugina, in Middle High German luc, all meaning to lie and all forming the basis of 

the noun lie.3  In Modern German the word is Lüge and lügen respectively. 

The verb to lie (to speak falsely) came into the English language in approximately 

1175 as lien.  By 1200, the word had changed to ligen developing form Old English līgan 

and legan which developed from lēogan that appeared sometime before 725. 

The noun lie (a false statement) appeared in the English language as lyge in 

about 1175.  By 1385 it became lye.  It developed from the Proto-Germanic *luzin, from 

the root *luz/leuz, which is the source of lēogan.4 

The Indo-European root language always knew what the meaning of liar was.  It 

has not changed since languages have come into existence. 
                                                           
2
  The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, William Morris, editor, Houghton Mifflin 

Company, Boston:  1975. 
 
3
  Julius Pokorny, Indogermanisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch, Franke Verlag, Tübingen und Basel:  

2005, entry 1 on page 686.  The asterisk means that the word or root has been reconstructed by linguistic 
historians and etymologists. 
 
4
  Refer to lie in Chamber's Dictionary of Etymology, Robert K. Barnhart, editor, H. H. Wilson Company, 

Edinburgh:  1988. 
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Lies and Liars in History 

 

The following excerpts from The Holy Bible concerns liars.5 

1. Proverbs 19:9.  A false witness will not go unpunished, and he who breathes out 

lies will perish. 

2. Revelation 21:8.  But as for the cowardly, the faithless, the detestable, as for 

murderers, the sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all liars, their portion 

will be in the lake that burns with fire and sulfur, which is the second death.” 

3. John 8:44.  You are of your father the devil, and your will is to do your father's 

desires.  He was a murderer from the beginning, and has nothing to do with the 

truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks out of his own 

character, for he is a liar and the father of lies. 

4. Proverbs 26:23-28.  Like the glaze covering an earthen vessel are fervent lips 

with an evil heart.  Whoever hates disguises himself with his lips and harbors 

deceit in his heart; when he speaks graciously, believe him not, for there are 

seven abominations in his heart; though his hatred be covered with deception, his 

wickedness will be exposed in the assembly.  Whoever digs a pit will fall into it, 

and a stone will come back on him who starts it rolling. ... . 

5. Proverbs 14:5.  A faithful witness does not lie, but a false witness breathes out 

lies. 

6. Luke 12:1-59.  In the meantime, when so many thousands of the people had 

gathered together that they were trampling one another, he began to say to his 

disciples first, “Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy.  

Nothing is covered up that will not be revealed, or hidden that will not be known.  

Therefore whatever you have said in the dark shall be heard in the light, and what 

you have whispered in private rooms shall be proclaimed on the housetops.  “I tell 

you, my friends, do not fear those who kill the body, and after that have nothing 

                                                           
5
  http://www.openbible.info/topics/liar.  
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more that they can do.  But I will warn you whom to fear: fear him who, after he 

has killed, has authority to cast into hell. Yes, I tell you, fear him! ... . 

7. Revelation 22:15.  Outside are the dogs and sorcerers and the sexually immoral 

and murderers and idolaters, and everyone who loves and practices falsehood.  

8. Proverbs 13:5.  The righteous hates falsehood, but the wicked brings shame and 

disgrace.  

9. Exodus 23:1.  “You shall not spread a false report.  You shall not join hands with 

a wicked man to be a malicious witness.  

 

Some famous lies and liars in history that this author can spontaneously list are 

any dictator; Adolf Hitler and Nazi propaganda; President Bill Clinton and the Monika 

Lewinsky Affair; President Richard Nixon and the Watergate Scandal; the French 

Dreyfus Affair; the discovery of the Piltdown Man; the plot to kill Charles II and Titus 

Oates; Anna (Anastasia) Anderson; Bernie Madoff; the forgeries of Vermeer's paintings 

by Han van Meegeren; Walter Ulbricht and his statement Niemand hat die Absicht eine 

Mauer zu bauen. (No one has the intention to build a wall.) just before the Berlin Wall 

was built; the Greeks and their Trojan Horse; the Greeks and their lying about the 

positive results in their national budget to become a member of the Euro monetary 

community in 2002; the speeches and daily actions of the putative president Barack 

Hussein Obama.  Yes, Barack Hussein Obama is a liar, but our representatives in 

Congress cannot call him one. 

At http://www.colony14.net/id495.html there are essays by this author that 

unequivocally prove that Barack Hussein Obama is a liar.  Don Fredrick in The Obama 

Timeline at http://www.colony14.net/id41.html (Part One) and at 

http://www.colony14.net/id155.html (Part Two) has documented instances when Barack 

Hussein Obama has lied to the American people and to Congress.  The most recent lie 

is that I accept the nomination to be the Democratic Party presidential candidate in 2012 

because I, Barack Hussein Obama meet the presidential qualifying requirements of the 

Constitution for the United States of America. 
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This is more than Barack Hussein Obama just telling a lie.  It is a lie that has as 

its framework treason, fraud, immorality, and injustice.  This author can claim that 

Barack Hussein Obama is a liar for two reasons: 

1. It is the truth! 

2. This author is not a member of the House of Representatives of the United States 

Congress. 

 

Noun Synonyms for the Noun Liar 

1. actor 

2. Ananias 

3. Baron von Münchhausen 

4. cheat 

5. cheater 

6. circumventor 

7. deceiver 

8. deluder 

9. dissemmbler 

10. duper 

11. equivocator 

12. fabulist 

13. false friend 

14. false witness 

15. falsifier 

16. fibber 

17. fibster 

18. fraud 

19. hammer 

20. hedger 

21. hypocrite 

22. leg-puller 

23. libeler 

24. misleader 

25. perjurer 

26. prevaricator 

27. pseudologist 

28. spinner of yarns 

29. storyteller 

30. yamer (yammer) 

 

Since the words liar and intellectually dishonest are the only words that a 

Representative cannot use to describe a president, this author's argument is that a 

Representative can refer to Barack Hussein Obama with any singular synonym or 

multiples of the above noun synonyms for liar listed above. 

Moreover, the above list can be extended by using a number of synonyms for the 

noun lie or change them into a noun referring to the person.  For example, falsehood 
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can be changed into falsehooder or a person spreading falsehoods  (Barack Hussein 

Obama spreads falsehoods); untruth can be changed into untruther or a person 

spreading untruths (Barack Hussein Obama speaks untruths).  Here is a list of such 

synonym nouns for lie.  

 

Noun Synonyms for the Noun lie 

1. baloney 

2. barefaced lie 

3. black lie  (A black lie has 

absolutely no particle of truth in 

it.) 

4. bull 

5. calumniation 

6. calumny 

7. canard 

8. cock-and-bull story 

9. coloring 

10. concoction 

11. corruption 

12. crap 

13. defamation 

14. departure from the truth 

15. dirty lie 

16. distortion 

17. enlargement 

18. equivocation 

19. Euph 

20. evasion 

21. exaggeration 

22. fabrication 

23. fairy tale 

24. falsehood 

25. falsification 

26. falsity 

27. fencing 

28. fib 

29. fiction 

30. fish story 

31. forgery 

32. garbage 

33. half-truth 

34. hoax 

35. hogwash 

36. inaccuracy 

37. invention 

38. little black lie 

39. little white lie 

40. magnification 

41. mendacity 

42. misconstruction 

43. misrepresentation 

44. monstrous lie 

45. moonshine 

46. overstatement 
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47. perversion 

48. prevarication 

49. quibble 

50. rumor 

51. scandal 

52. shaggy dog story 

53. shameless lie 

54. slanting 

55. story 

56. straining 

57. stretching of the truth 

58. tale 

59. tall tale or story 

60. taradiddle  

61. the big lie 

62. torturing 

63. traducement 

64. trumped-up story 

65. untruth 

66. white lie  (A white lie is not the 

exact, 100 percent truth.) 

67. whopper 

68. yarn 

 

Should the Congressperson or any other person want an extended list, that person can 

take the verb synonyms for the verb to lie and use them to describe Barack Hussein 

Obama's inability to tell the truth.  Here is a list of verb synonyms in alphabetical order. 

 

Verb Synonyms for the Verb to lie  

1. bear false witness 

2. belie 

3. belie.  

4. blow up 

5. boast 

6. brag 

7. calumniate 

8. carry too far 

9. challenge, 

10. color 

11. confute 

12. contradict 

13. controvert 

14. cook up 

15. counter 

16. deceive 

17. defame 

18. deny 

19. differ 

20. disaffirm 

21. disprove 

22. dispute 

23. dissemble 

24. dissent 
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25. distort 

26. doctor 

27. drag or draw a red herring 

across the trail 

28. dress up 

29. embellish 

30. embroider 

31. enlarge on 

32. equivocate 

33. let on 

34. euphemize 

35. evade 

36. exaggerate 

37. fabricate 

38. fake 

39. falsify 

40. feign 

41. fib 

42. gainsay 

43. gild 

44. give someone a bum steer 

45. give the lie to  (The word lie 

can be replaced with another 

word like denial or the 

untruth, opposition to facts, 

negation of reality, etc.) 

46. gloss 

47. impugn 

48. impute 

49. inflate 

50. invent 

51. lay it on thick 

52. lead up the garden path 

53. libel 

54. lie grossly or maliciously 

55. lie in one's throat 

56. lie like a rug 

57. lie like a trooper 

58. lie through one's teeth 

59. magnify 

60. make out of whole cloth 

61. make up 

62. manufacture 

63. mince the truth 

64. misinform 

65. mislead 

66. misrepresent 

67. negate 

68. oppose 

69. overthrow 

70. perjure oneself 

71. pervert 

72. pile or lay it on 

73. pretend, 

74. prevaricate 

75. puff up 

76. pull the wool over someone's 

eyes 

77. put on 

78. put someone on a false scent 

79. rebut 
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80. refute 

81. sidestep 

82. slander 

83. slant 

84. speak with forked tongue 

85. strain 

86. stretch the truth 

87. swear falsely 

88. talk through one's hat 

89. tell a lie or falsehood 

90. tell a white lie 

91. tell the big lie  

92. throw off the scent 

93. traduce 

94. trump up 

95. twist 

96. varnish 

97. warp 

 

The fact that Barack Hussein Obama cannot be called a liar by Congressional 

Representatives, or that they cannot charge that he is intellectually dishonest, causes 

this author to state the following aspects: 

1. Barack Hussein Obama is an illegal president because he does not meet the 

natural born citizen requirement of Article 2, Section 1, Clause 5 of the 

Constitution for the United States of America.  Because this is so, 

Representatives would not be required to adhere to Section 370 of the House 

Rule and Manual. 

 

2. If Representatives cannot call a president a liar when the president is a liar, they 

can surely use other words, in effect synonyms, to convey the truth that the 

president is a liar without using the nomenclature of liar.  Therefore, let us call 

Barack Hussein Obama a liar without using the nomenclature.  There are enough 

synonyms for this purpose. 

 

Barack Hussein Obama must be commented on properly.  Every patriotic 

American must truthfully ridicule and tell the truth about Barack Hussein Obama 

unceasingly.  This author can think of no more proper way to tell the truth about Barack 

Hussein Obama than to use the synonyms presented above.  Albeit, one can voice 

political incorrectness and tell the truth at the same time: 
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Barack Hussein Obama, you are a liar, a liar, a liar … ! 

 

By saying such a sentence, we are politically correct in telling the truth! 

 

 

Source:  http://www.meh.ro/2010/05/27/excuse-me-im-not-done-lying-yet/ 

 

 

I will not apologize for writing the truth! 

 

Barack Hussein Obama:  The truth is:  You are a liar! 

 

 

 

 

 

Frederick William Dame 

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 
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September 10, 2012. 


